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English required: In order to facilitate the
progress of individuals and the group,
students must have a good understanding of
English so that they are able to understand
the explanations of the colloquial Tibetan
and Dharma given in English.

COMMITMENT

We ask for a one-year commitment to
enter the program. Each term of six
to eight weeks will be followed by a
one-week break to allow time to really
”digest“ all the material from the class.
There will also be a one-month holiday
break during the Monsoon, the timing of
which depends upon the schedule of the
teachings of His Holiness the Dalai
Lama, special events related to Dharma,
and the visa situation of the majority of
students.

TLP: Tibetan Language Program 2011 at Thösamling
Commitment to Class
We request that students consider this
program as their main practice for this
short time in life and reduce other Dharma
activities. The purpose of this request is to
create an environment where students
will be able to focus on learning the Tibet-
an language thoroughly; a strong motiva-
tion to achieve this goal should help avoid
absenteeism during the study period.

Tests and exams will occur at regular
intervals. They are mandatory, with the
intention to assess the studentsʼ progress.
However, a competitive atmosphere will
not be encouraged. At the end of the first
year we will conduct an evaluation with
the entire class, after which a second year
might be organized depending on the out-
come of this evaluation.
Course Fees: Visit www.thosamling.com for
details (fees, payment options etc).

(continued on page 3…)

Sunset over the tea garden.
Rooftop view from the nuns’ quarters, Thösamling’s Dawa building

Start: on 31st January 2011.

Thösamling Institute offers a two-year
Tibetan language program. It provides all
the necessary tools to bring students
from a beginner level through to com-
municating directly with their Tibetan
teachers. It has been developed for people
looking to deepen their understanding
of the Dharma by studying it in Tibetan
and serves as a solid foundation for those
wishing to follow the curriculum of Tibet-
an monastic institutions or to become
translators.

This program is for students who con-
sider their study of Tibetan a priority and
there is regular assessment so that they
can monitor their own progress. It is a
full-time course running for ten months of
the year from February to November. The
course is divided into two semesters
separated with scheduled holidays.



Sometimes it looks as
if nothing changes,

but of course we know better. Let’s
take nature for example. This year’s
monsoon was not a too heavy one, at
least not in Thosamling, but up in Mc
Leod Ganj the rain always hits harder
than anywhere else in the region.
No wall can withstand monsoon

wholly unaffected, and the scars the
rains left now wait to be wiped away in
wintertime, which means: the list for
maintenance work is growing daily.

That brings me to another topic: We
have a volunteer position in the coming
year for a handyman or handywoman!
If you are the right person with the right
skills to look after our maintenance,
you are very welcome to join in.
If you are interested, please contact

us at thosamling@gmail.com

Although the last months have been
busy as usual, we also had a lovely
week in Spiti with our resident Geshe
Tsewang Nyima in the mountains and
receiving teachings of His Holiness the
Dalai Lama in the village of Jispa.
Whoever has been to Spiti knows: It’s
a wonderful place which transforms
everybody’s mind, leaving one feel
more peaceful and calm. Geshela took
us on a one-day pilgrimage which
proved to be more special than we
could ever have imagined – read more
on pages 6–10 …
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Pictures might be misleading: The young lady
beside TSL’s gardener Shaktiman is not a dog
shampoo saleslady, but our new office helper
Rekha. If one day you will visit us in TSL for
more than a day, she will – with a bright smile –
make you fill in the residential form, buy the jams
etc for your breakfast, replace broken light bulbs
(& organize other small maintenance tasks) & will
finally do your bill. All in all: a very friendly addition
to TSL’s staff. Indian sensitivity, politeness

and gracefulness in action…



YEAR ONE
Subject Focus
and Class Structure:

During the first semester, the class will
mainly focus on colloquial Tibetan lang-
uage. In the second part of the year we
will prioritize the basics of Dharma and
grammar.

Each week there are ten hours of
class time in which new vocabulary and
grammatical structures are introduced
and explained by the teacher. In addition,
there are nine hours of conversation
classes, at which time the students
practice the material with native Tibetan
speaking conversation partners.

Term I: Colloquial Language: After learning
the alphabet, we will study basic sent-
ences and vocabulary and then intro-
duce ”honorific language“ and more
elaborate sentence structures. The goal
is to learn a vast repertory of colloquial
structures and vocabulary to be able to
communicate in daily life with Tibetan
people.

Term II: Dharma Literature & Grammar: We
will study basic Dharma vocabulary and
general teachings such as refuge and
so forth, and combine it with traditional
grammar. The texts to study will be chosen
by the teacher.

Daily Schedule
Morning: 2.5 hrs, 5 days a week. Formal
Language instruction; a Tibetan teacher
will lead the course.
Afternoon: 2 hours, 5 days a week. The
conversation classʼs main purpose is to
put into practice the material given in the
morning class, with review of new and
old material as well as chatting. Each
Tibetan conversation partner will assist
two students only. The conversation
class is compulsory.

YEAR TWO

Subject Focus / Class Structure:

I Philosophical class: given in Tibetan by
Geshe Tsewang Nyima (our resident
teacher), translated into
English. The morning
class is theoretical, the
afternoon class is focused
on debate practice.

This class is direct-
ed to students who want to follow the
philosophical class but are not used to
the traditional debate
style of studies. We will
study the specific term-
inology & train in debate
in Tibetan, based on the first
chapters of ʻDudraʼ (collected topics).

II Spoken Dharma: The goal of this class
is to acquire the skills needed to under-
stand oral teachings on the general
topics of Dharma. The material to study
is drawn from a series of teachings that
our resident teacher, Geshe Tsewang
Nyima, gave specifically for use in the
second-year language program, using
the outlines of the Lamrim Chenmo.
They are a clear and comprehensive
introduction to important
Dharma terminology
used by all schools of
Tibetan Buddhism. They
serve as a very effective tool
to familiarize students with the format of
an oral teaching by a Tibetan Lama.

III Students might wish to combine those
classes with private class of conversation
with well-trained conversation partners.

The students of the second year might
choose only one or both of the two main
classes (Philosophy or Language).

Start:
31st January

2011

Start:
28th March

2011

Start:
28th February

2011

Start:
28th February

2011

for 4 weeks only
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REGISTRATION NOW OPEN !
Thösamling Institute
Sidhpur, 176057, Dharamsala
Distt Kangra, H.P. India
mobile: 9816141830
email: thosamling@gmail.com
website: www.thosamling.net

(continued from page 1…)

Imagine
understanding
each
precious
word…
Deepen your
understanding
of the Dharma.

Communicate
directly
with your
teacher.

öÍ

(Above) During break in the classroom.
(Right) If the weather allows – which is the case most of the time:

open-air conversation class with one of the skilled
Tibetan conversation partners in Thösamling’s garden.

His Holiness at Thösamling in May 2009



“NO ONE AND NOTHING CAN FREE YOU
BUT YOUR OWN UNDERSTANDING.”

Ajahn Chah

Thösamling Institute
is continuing in 2011 with its

Study Program of Buddhist Philosophy

with residential teacher

Geshe Lharampa Tsewang Nyima
from DREPUNG LOSELING

FUNDAMENTALS OF DEBATE

• Dudra
• Lorig
•Tarig

• Druptha
• Parchin
• Uma

finished

first class contuniung

second class continuing

to come in approx. 2011



Ngöndro
Purification
Prostration
Recitation
Contemplation
Thösamling International Nunnery
& Institute offers a peaceful environ-
ment for your preliminary practices as
well as for personal retreats. For your
strict retreat there is accomodation
with own bathroom available, & we
can bring meals to your door. You’ll
also find retreat advice from our
resident teacher Geshe Lharampa
Tsewang Nyima (from Drepung Loseling).
For more information, visit us on:
www.thosamling.net



Heruka’s Bell
A p i l g r i m a g e w i t h G e s h e Ts e w a n g N y i m a - l h a k

hat is a pilgrimage?
You probably set off feeling as you
feel most of the time. At first maybe

it’s still dark, the path not really visible.
Everything rather hidden... Sometimes the
path gets still more diffuse, or even lost
for hours. Then company is consoling.
Sometimes the way lies clearly visible in
front of. Good weather, sun shining – a
 feeling of reassurance, happiness, safety.
Then suddenly dense fog, isolation… One
hesitates to take another step, out of fear of
falling, getting lost... A false step, and one
has to deal with pain, get along with it.
Sometimes one helps, sometimes one gets
helped. Somebody might carry your back-
pack for a while. At some point you (have to)

take it back. Sometimes one goes alone,
sometimes one walks with others.
Sometimes one enjoys going ahead.
Or dragging behind, wishing to be alone.
Sometimes one doesn’t dare to go
alone because it feels not like ’a(l)-one’,
but rather like ’only-one’.
Perhaps at some point you start wondering
whether you chose the right goal… Or got
the right directions… In the end you might
find yourself where you intended to arrive.
Different time, different place.
Different mind?
Everybody is on his/her own pilgrimage...
(Life is a pilgrimage.)
On the following pages, find director
Sangmo’s story…
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n July, His Holiness the Dalai Lama
gave teachings in Jispa, Spiti. For
some of us this was the chance to
go to the north of India on a short
excursion. In a rented little bus we
set off for Manali. The trip was not

without risks as the Rothang pass had
been severely damaged by recent
heavy rainfalls and already been closed
several times that week.

Rothang literally means ʻpass of
the corpsesʼ. The reason for this is that
often, after the heavy winter seasons,
corpses would become visible under
the melting snow – people who had
tried to cross the pass but had got
defied by the heavy storms. (Strange-
ly enough one of the mineral waters
which you can buy in H.P. is called
ʻRothangʼ… mmm, appetizing!)

We left Manali one early morning at
4 am so that we would arrive at the
pass in time to cross over in daylight.
The drive gave us the feeling of sitting
in a rollercoaster, and we had to try
really hard to remain seated – nausea
included (for the stomach-sensitive).

The teachings were wonderful, and
after the concluding 1000-armed Chen-
rezig initiation with His Holiness, Ge-
she-la called us together to mention
that visiting the Heruka Mountain was
a once-in-a-lifetime chance, and that
we shouldnʼt miss it, now that we were
so close, especially after having also
received a Heruka initiation from His
Holiness (before the Chenrezig initiation).

Our guesthouse was situated in
Keylong, a small village not far from
Jispa, on a height of about 3300 m,
just opposite Drilbu Mountain, and the
view from the restaurantʼs window
went straight up to the peak. Some of
us prepared for the big day by walking
from Keylong to Kardang Gompa, a
monastery on the slopes of Drilbu
Mountain from where we planned to

start our pilgrimage the following day.
The six kilometres proved to be a re-
warding exercise (see above).

ʻDrilbuʼ means ʻbellʼ by the way, & it
stands for the bell in the Heruka Body
Mandala (other sacred places being
located all over India and Nepal).

From top left clockwise • Women from
Lhadakh carrying offerings during the
thanksgiving mandala at the end of the
teachings • Driving from Keylong to Jispa –
on a mainly very good road, repair teams
working constantly & sleeping in tents just
at the roadside ! • Katy, Sangmo-lhak and
Rita on their test walk, still laughing …

I



The resident nuns and monks of
the beautiful monastery looked after
us admirably… At 4 am the next day
we were up and ready to set off. From
the start the small path was steep.
After some minutes walk, Geshela
stopped, turned round and said: “First,
make prayers and prostrations to the
mountain”. And we all did, yet unaware
of what lay ahead of us.

Just the evening before Geshela
had actually heard that the path was
not without risks and that in the past
people had disappeared or even died
on the way up. Latter fact remained
hidden from the bigger part of the
group… E.g. from Puntsok, a young
Taiwanese monk, who was unpre-
pared and untrained for such a tour, as
nobody could have told him before

caught up with us, took his
hands, guiding and literally
pulling and sometimes even
dragging and pushing him –
right to the very top. For hours
they were joking, cheering
him up and encouraging him…
A great example of how Tibet-
ans are able to take care of

their fellow companions with so much
compassion and love. They were ex-
tremely kind!

The 8 km walk up onto the pass
and a height of 4430 m (14536 feet)
took us 7 hours. (The mountain peak
itself is on a hight of 4565 m/14977

what lay ahead. His grandmother (like
Puntsok ordained in the Tibetan tradi-
tion) insisted though, trying to encour-
age her grandson not to give up. It
didnʼt look very good though...

But help was on the way: 2 Tibetan
monks, also from Dharamsala, who

From left clockwise • Inside
Kardang Gompa • Gompa
terrace view • Merry lamas enjoy-
ing their ‘stroll’ up the mountain
• Two kind men from Chamba
joined in helping Puntsok-lhak



feet.) With his 73 years, Geshe-lhak
was one of the fittest, even in his
plastic shoes! (… as Gen-lhak hadnʼt
planned this pilgrimage in advance.)

Coming closer to the top, the alt-
itude started to take effect, and some
of us began to experience severe pro-
blems. Sometimes only 10, 20 steps
were possible, then yet another stop
to reorganize body, heart, breathing...

ing their backpacks and pulling them
up too. Their songs conveyed some
kind of strength which gave us the
push for the last hundred metres that
still separated us from the actual pass.

Finally on top of the amazing Drilbu
Mountain, we offered a Guru Puja and
circumambulated the stupas and the
little retreat hut of a Kagyu meditation

Then suddenly we heard people
singing, as a group of men, women
and children approached from below.
They were from Chamba, a valley in
the Himalayas, & chanted Tara pray-
ers while walking ! They were literally
running up the mountain. Some not
without helping the ones who were
struggling the most in our group, carry-

From left clockwise
• People from Chamba
preparing smoke offerings
• The retreat hut of the
Kagyu meditation master
• A last ‘windy’ view of
the Himalayan range
before rushing down
again to Gondhala in
order to make it in time
for crossing Rothang
Pass on the way back
to ManaliPh
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master who had been in retreat here
some hundred years before. It was an
amazing combination: the blessings of
the holy place and the incredible view
of the snowy peaks of the Himalayan
range, and being in the company of a
precious teacher. Our group consisted
of 8 different nationalities – 9 actually,
in case one counted the local people
we met on the way!

As the end of the day drew closer,
we couldnʼt stay much longer but began
the walk down to Gondhala, where –
after 5 more hours and 5 km steep
descend – the mini-bus was waiting to
pick us up & bring us over the Rothang
pass back to Manali. We thank Gen-
lhak not only for being our tour guide,
but for the guidance he grants every-
body every day at Thösamling!

From left clockwise • Gen-lhak
is happy – only he is aware of
what it really means to be on Drilbu
Mountain Pass • A fiery evening
sky over Heruka Mountain
• Exchanging addresses and
posing for a picture with the kind
people from Chamba
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Pilgrimage with Geshe Jamyang from Chenrezig Institute to Buddha’s Sites
and attend Kagyu Monlam

21 days 20 nights • departing Delhi 1 December 2010 • A$ 4,500 • US$ 4,000 • € 2,950
A 15% discount will be offered on the full price of this tour – hurry, few places left!!

A very special pilgrimage lead by Geshe Jamyang, the resident Geshe at Chenrezig Institute, in Australia to visit the Buddha's
Sites of Sarnath, Bodhgaya, Kushinagar and Lumbini – the places of Buddha's birth, enlightenment, first sermon and death.
We also visit Shravasti where the Buddha spent monsoon seasons preaching and Vaishali where he taught the last sermon.
Attend the annual Kagyu Monlam and teachings from Geshe Jamyang at Root Institute during your stay in Bodhgaya – the
most important Buddhist pilgrimage site in the world.

The proceeds of the Pilgrimage with Geshe Jamyang will be donated to the Chenrezig Institute (www.chenrezig.com.au)
to continue spiritual and education programs for international Buddhist practitioners.

Bookings can be made online or contact us at info@eknoexperience.com

2011 TOURS

Buddha’s Sites Tour
departing Delhi – 2 January 2011 (includ. 5 days of Dalai Lama’s teachings in Sarnath)

A$ 3,500 • US$ 3000, • € 2,200 – 16 days 15 nights
A 20% discount will be offered on the full price of this tour until 30 November 2010 – hurry, few places left!!

A pilgrimage to Buddha's Sites of Sarnath, Bodhgaya, Kushinagar and Lumbini – the places of Buddha's birth, enlightenment,
first sermon and death. We also visit Shravasti where the Buddha spent monsoon seasons preaching and Vashali where he taught
he last sermon. Meditate under the Bodhi tree in Bodhgaya – the most important Buddhist pilgrimage site in the world. Enjoy
daily meditations and Dharma talks.

Dalai Lama is giving 5 day teachings in Sarnath (near Varanasi) from 12–16 January 2011 on Shantideva’s A GUIDE TO THE

BODHISATTVA’S WAY OF LIFE & Kamalashila’s THE MIDDLING STATES OF MEDITATION. The previously advertised date has been changed
of the Buddha’s Sites tour so that participants can attend these very special teachings.

The trip will be led by Glen Svensson, currently a visiting Buddhist teacher with FPMT, and Ekno Experience Director, Sharon
Thrupp. For the full itinerary please contact us at info@eknoexperience.com

The proceeds of the Buddha's Sites tours will be donated to the Thosamling Institute (www.thosamling.net) to continue
spiritual and education programs for international Buddhist practitioners.

Pilgrimage to Mt Kailash & Lake Manasarovar in Tibet, Everest Base Camp, Nepal
21 days 20 nights • departing Kathmandu, Nepal 2 June 2011 • A$ 4,995 • US$ 4,500 • € 3,100

A must for all Buddhists and non Buddhist’s alike. After a brief visit to Kathmandu you will fly to Lhasa then go overland to
Mt Kailash which is considered an extremely sacred place in Buddhist’s, Hindu’s and 3 other religions. The circumambulation
of Mt Kailash will coincide with Saka Dawa, one of the most important sacred Buddhist days. During Saka Dawa people place
special emphasis on dharma practice like circumambulation of monasteries and stupas, prostrations, taking precepts, reciting
mantras, making offerings and saving animals’ lives, etc. All the merits will be multiplied 100,000 times from your dharma
practices. The full moon day will be on Day 14 (15th June) of the trip. After the trek around Mt Kailash we will visit Everest Base
Camp before returning by road to Kathmandu.

"Thus it should be told, for they who have faith in my deeds and awareness of their own will travel
to higher states. After my passing away, the new monks who come and ask of the doctrine should
be told of these four places and advised that a pilgrimage to them will help purify their previously

accumulated negative karmas, even the five heinous actions."

Words of the Buddha from Lung-Treng-Tik: a commentary by The First Dalai Lama (1392–1474)

The trip will be co-led by Glen Svennson, currently a Buddhist teacher with FPMT.
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Independent Travel

If you are the adventurous type but want to take the
hassle out of it, we can offer you our Short Stay pro-
grams or Independent Travel. From setting off to a car
tour of Rajasthan to walking in the steps of the Buddha,
we have it covered. Full details can be found on our
website.

We are Connected

You can now follow us on
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/pages/Ekno-Experi-
ence/151148007335
You Tube: http://www.youtube.com/user/eknoexper
Blog: Nirvana Tours Blog
http://nirvanatours.blogspot.com/

Ladakh – A LNA Supporters & Friends Tour
14 days 13 nights • departing Delhi 14 July 2011

A$ 2,750 • € 2,275

As a fundraising trip for the Ladakh Nuns Association you will travel to some of the ancient monasteries of Ladakh
including Hemis, Stok, Lamayuru and Alchi where you will experience the wonders of architecture centuries old.
You will also experience the joy of openness of rugged mountains, and high plains with yaks and shepherds
tending to their animals in traditions of time gone by. There will also be a two-day workshop focusing on Tibetan
Medicine as a healing technique, an alternative is a short trek for these days. This magical trip starts in Delhi, flying
to and from Leh.

The full itinerary can be found on our website http://www.eknoexperience.com/travel/ladakh.html

Other 2011/2012 Tours

Friends Tour – trekking in Ladakh – July 2011
Dharamsala & Dalai Lama’s teachings, India – September/October 2011

Pilgrimage to Buddha’s Sites, India & Nepal – January 2012
Bhutan – March/April 2012

You can follow our 2011/2012 tours by visiting the Nirvana Tours Blog http://nirvanatours.blogspot.com/

We look forward to hearing from you and hope that you can make 2010 or 2011 be your special year to visit India!

Kind regards,

Sharon Thrupp
Nirvana Tours & Ekno Experience Tours & Travel Pty Ltd.
www.nirvanatours.net
http://www.nirvanatours.net
Phone: +61 (0) 437 967819 Australia

+91 9816 685999 India

© 2010 Ekno Experience PTY LTD



How many Madhayamaka scholars
does it take to screw in a
light bulb?
FOUR:
One to screw it in.
One to not screw it in.
One to both screw it in
and not screw it in.
One to neither screw it in
nor not screw it in.

How many Gelugpas does it take
to screw in a light bulb?
THREE:
Two to have a debate about
the nature of light and one to twist
the bulb.

How many Sakyapas?
TWO:
One to write the instructions and the
auto-commentary, one to twist the bulb.

How many Kagyupas?
ONE:
But he has to spend years and years
sealed in a cave first.

How many Nyingmapas?
ONE:
But he has to dig up the instructions
to find out the bulb is already in.

How many Bönpos?
ONE:
But their bulbs screw in the other
direction.

The Bulb

R
elief

Comic

TIBETAN BUDDHISTS AND THE LIGHT BULB QUESTION:



